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EDITORIAL
The last three months have been busy and full of
activities. We had our monthly Sunday morning
workshops at the Rev Katz Library, and
occasional evening workshops, too. Details on

page 2. Our AGM took place on 10th March and
returned almost the same committee, with the

exception of David Landor and Nigel Meinrath

standing down, and the return of Phillip Baynash
as a committee member.
In April our honorary secretary, Terry Newman,
gave us a treat by showing us over his restored
Western Suburbs synagogue at Newtown, which
had been firebombed about eighteen months
before and is now back in service, and then

talking to us about some of Sydney's early Jewish
cemeteries, in particular Raphael's Ground at
Lidcombe ofwhich he took many colour slides in
1970-71 before this small cemetery was resumed
and the gravestones destroyed. Terry and this

Society are now applying for a special
Commonwealth Grant for historical materials to

help copy and preserve these slides.
On 12th March I flew to Melbourne for two days
to meet with the members ofour Victorian Branch

and to view the premises ofMakor Library at the
new Beth Weizmann at Caulfield South.

enjoyed the warmth and friendship of our active
Jewish genealogists in Melbourne and relished the

pleasure of meeting so many people with similar
interests. I also gave a talk to a sizable audience
in the BethWeizmann auditorium.
Since then our Victorian Branch had its own first
AGM, at which Aubrey Schwarz, the facilitator
and first chairman, stepped down due to family
obligations. Lionel Sharpe has replaced him as
chairman and Rhonda Lasky as our Victorian
representative and contact person. More details
on page 13.
In mid-May Hilde Hines in Adelaide tried again
and we now have the pleasure of announcing the
formation of the South Australian Jewish Genea-

logical Society with Hilde Hines as president,
Marjorie Luno as vice-president, Dr Klee Benven-
iste as honorary secretary and Resources librarian
and Ralph Kaiser as treasurer. Correspondence to
Dr Klee Benveniste, C/- Adelaide Hebrew
Congregation, P.O. Box 320 Glenside, S.A. 5065
Adelaide, Australia.

(continued on page 12)
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Office Bearers of the Society SYDNEY WORKSHOPS 1996

President
The Society will hold its usual workshops at the

Sophie Caplan North Shore Synagogue, Lindfield in the Rev Katz
Vice-President Rieke Nash Library on the following Sunday mornings, 9.30
Secretary Terry Newman a.m. to 12.30 p.m.
Treasurer Stuart Shaw

July 7 August 4
Honorary Auditor Helena Rule
Resources Librarian Rieke Nash September 8 October 13

November 3 December 1

Membership Chairman Stuart Shaw
Selma Jackson For future evening workshops to be held at the

Tape Librarian
above venue please contact 9427-6075.

Central Coast Representative Beulah Gross
Queensland Representative Morris Ochert A SPECIAL EVENT - NOT TO BE MISSED
South Australian Representative Hilde Hines
Victorian Representative Rhonda Lasky On Tuesday evening, 25th June, we will be visiting

the Greenwich Family History Centre to discoverWester Australian Representative Ross Trobe
how to access the massive

Committee Members Phillip Baynash MORMON RESOURCESDavid Laufer available to genealogists.
Gary Luke

Editor ofKosher Koala Sophie Caplan
We will be focussing on their Eastern European

Editorial Committee Rieke Nash collection and will have on hand one of our
members, Bernard Freedman, who has "unlocked the

Australian Jewish Genealogical Society mysteries" not only ofwhere to find information, but

P.O. Box 154 also ofhow to translate Polish civil records.
NORTHBRIDGE SYDNEY NSW 2063 PLACE: Greenwich Family History Centre

AUSTRALIA 55 Greenwich Road (Entrance off
Oscar Street, GREENWICHE-mail: garyluke@zeta.org.au

TIME: Tuesday, 25th June, 1996
Annual Membership $Aust30.00 7 p.m. to 9.30 p.m.

R.S.V.P. 588 - 5453 or 519 - 9907Pensioner or Student $Aust10.00
Annual Overseas Subscription $Aust40.00 THE AUSTRALIAN JEWISH HISTORICAL

It is now atPlease send your cheque to: SOCIETY has changed its location.
The Treasurer Mandelbaum House
AJ.GS. 385 Abercrombie Street

P.O. Box A1057 Darlington NSW 2008

SYDNEY SOUTH NSW 2000 Tel & Fax: 9518-7596

AUSTRALIA WELCOME TO NEWMEMBERS
Memberships and Subscriptions can be paid by New South Wales

William Bugden Jack GreeneCredit Card. Please state payment method.
Francine Esterman Mark andRon Rogers
Glenda Goldberg Nick Scarcella

0J Cash 0 Cheque Lorraine Goodworth Judith Shapira
0 Visa O Bankcard 0J Mastercard Australian Capital Territory South Australia

Pauline Snowie Klee Benveniste
Card Holder Tasmania Ralph Kaiser

John Farrar Marjorie LunoCard Number Dennis Phillips
Expiry date Victoria

Rodney Fredman Simon Nirens
Anna Hearsch Thomas Reisner

Signature
Sam Leon Alason Tatam

Harriet ZeeherAmount HarryMendoza
Leon Zwier
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A GENEALOGICAL TRIP TO GALICIA
Part 11

by Sophie Caplan

From Lublin we drove to Kazimierz Dolny, an exquisite
small town which had been an important Jewish centre.
Outside the town itself, on a hill overlooking the main
road, the Jewish cemetery had many pictorial grave-
stones set in a memorial wall symbolically torn asunder.
The rest of the still intact gravestones were on a site

gradually being taken over by the adjoining forest. In
the town the small Jewish quarter still stood, the kosher
butchers' wooden stalls now a Polish national monu-

ment, and the solidly built synagogue, with a suitable

plaque, now used as a local cinema. Kazimierz Dolny,
on the banks of a river once an important trading centre
for wool and for leather, has many interesting old build-

ings, including a Hansel and Gretel wooden witch's
house diagonally opposite a wealthy citizen's just com-

pleted three storeyed villa with garage for several cars.
The town square again showed Italian Renaissance
influences as well as an interesting covered water well
in the centre.

In the afternoon we were joined by the group led by
Irene Mallenbaum which had just flown in from New
York for the purely Polish part of the tour, and then we
left Lublin to visit the site of the Maidanek camp on the
outskirts of the city. Maidanek, like Auschwitz, had
been both a "processing camp" to prepare prisoners for
labour camps, and a death camp. Its gas-chambers still
stand, with their tell-tale blue cyanotic marks on the
wall and floors produced by Zyklon B, and their
make-believe shower-heads in the ceiling. In April
1983 I viewed these gas chambers with a group of both
West and East German historians from our Warsaw
conference on "Nazi Genocide in Poland and Europe"
and it made quite an impression on them as well. Of all
the camp-sites in Poland, Maidanek is the best

preserved, because the Lublin area was overrun by
Russian troops in July 1944, before the Nazis could
efface the traces of their genocidal actions. It has a

large number ofbarracks, some of them piled with shoes
and clothing of the murdered victims, like in
Auschwitz, and its crematoria and handling facilities for
corpses are intact. It has not been photographed or
filmed as much as Auschwitz, but for me the huge
mound of ashes under its monumental dome is just as
symbolic of the Shoah as the Gate of Death through
which the trains came in at Birkenau. Many Poles were
incarcerated inMaidanek and gassed there, but the peak
of ignominy was reached on 11 and 12 November 1943,
when, in response to the revolt by prisoners in Treblinka
and Sobibor in previous months, over one or two days a
total of 18,000 Jewish prisoners, were shot into a pit
next to the crematoria, in an action cynically
code-named Operation Harvest Festival (Ernte Fest).
This time I brought a Yahrzeit candle which I was able
to light in memory of HARRY GUMBINSKI, born in

Danzig, resident of Berlin, who was deported from the
South of France via Drancy and was the father of my
aunt. When we came out of the camp site, feeling
shattered and drained, a number of the new arrivals who
had refused to come with us, complained about the time
we had spent there.

Our luggage was on the bus and we drove straight on to
Rzeszow to the Hotel Budimex, a fairly new hotel, with
all mod. cons. including a souvenir boutique, the most
comfortable rooms of the whole trip. That night we
celebrated Phyllis Simon's birthday with pre-ordered
cake and wine.

In the morning most of the group went to their towns or
to the Rzeszow archives which were situated in the
former main synagogue, a solid 16th century structure
and the former community offices next door. The re-

maining small group went sightseeing in a town which
had also been home to a significant Jewish community.
A large and beautiful park adjoining the old synagogue
was the site of the former Jewish cemetery. No graves
remained. A few of us met with the archivist of the
Rzeszow provincial archives. We were able to buy cop-
ies of a local academic historical iournal which included
several articles on the former Jewish community. Allen
Mallenbaum discussed the possibility of getting those
articles translated into English, published and distrib-
uted for the benefit of the archive and the authors to
interested individuals and libraries. We hope to see a
result.

Two of our group, though not knowingly related, both
had roots in Lezaysk, a town whose brewery was supply-
ing most of the beer available in this part of Poland,
which gave them much pleasure. They went on a day
trip to Lezaysk and Jaroslaw, as part of the day's divers-
ified programme. I was part of a group which went to
PRZEMYSL in the afternoon, a town in whose garrison
my grandfather had served in World War I, and to
which my grandmother, her children, her mother and

many other family members fled just ahead of Russian
troops in 1915-16. I also knew of other Hausmanns

having resided there, so I went with Krzystof, one of the
translators, to the municipal archives where a very
amiable older clerk readily gave me births data on
various Hausmanns, Spiegels and Reiters. Unfortun-

ately their Jewish records only started in 1893. He
would take no payment for the information.

On our way to the archives I discovered that Krzystof
spoke much better French than English, and since I also
speak French, he told me his story. After two days with
Waclaw and his aides, I had been intrigued to notice
that Krzystof wore tzitzit. I had probably failed to
observe them earlier because such a garment seemed

preposterous in present-day Poland and on a person
named Krzystof. Apparently he had discovered he had
Jewish roots from both his parents, though neither of
them adhered to the Jewish religion. Krzystof's own
first interest in things Jewish had arisen when, in Polish
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student circles, rumours went around of the superior
sexual temperament of Jewish girls, and he had
determined to test this. He had formed a relationship
with a Jewish girl and they had intended to marry after
the birth of their child. The girl had died shortly after

giving birth, and Krzystof was now bringing up his
daughter as a Jewish child, with the help of his parents,
and himself returning to Judaism. He had no idea the
his surname was well-known thanks to being shared
with a famous Israeli radio-journalist. Such encounters

certainly complicate one's views ofPoland and the Jews.

In the late afternoon we drove to LANCUT, a town
which was the site of a major Renaissance castle, built
exquisitely in the Italian style, with fabulous gardens of
striking romantic vistas. Was it the influence of Queen
Bona Sforza, or some other factor, which had brought
such a strong architectural influence from Italy to
Poland?

After visiting the castle gardens, we walked up the street
to the Lancut synagogue very close by. From the
outside it looked like a fortress but the interior mural
paintings were so beautiful they deserve to be better
known. They were in the process ofbeing restored, and
I venture to state that they deserve World Heritage
listing. I took lots of photos which came out well. Of
the interior furnishings only the bimah remains.

The Lancut Jewish cemetery was another matter. Situ-
ated outside the town, up a steep staircase, it looked like
an impenetrable jungle. After standing around for a few
minutes, uncertain what to do, our group wasmaking its
way back down the stairs when we were hailed by a man
and a woman, in undress at six in the evening, appar-
ently the guardians of the cemetery, who had waited for
us to leave before making an appearance and demand-

ing a fee. Our organisers refused to pay anything for an
attempted visit to a cemetery which was so unkempt.
The guardians pursued us to the bus and shouted abuse
as we boarded and drove off. Perhaps a gratuity should
have been given. But their failure to appear while we
were trying to find a way into the undergrowth, and
their loud demands later, caused our leaders to refuse.

On 2nd August we visited the city of Tarnow. All that
remained of the main synagogue was a set of stout col-
umns which had formed the bimah, and which were
now a city memorial to the Jews of Tarnow. There were

many buildings and street names with Jewish connec-
tions, and even a Ghetto Fighters street. A Jew had
once been mayor of Tarnow, perhaps a common elected

position in the Western world but unusual in Poland. It
was obvious that the Tarnow Jewish commnmity had
once been strong and influential. At a small museum
we were able to buy illustrated books, with some Eng-
lish texts, though mostly in Polish, on the former Jews
of Tarnow, as also at the Unia Hotel in Lublin. The
Tarnow Jewish cemetery outside the city was mildly
neglected but in a far better condition than any I had
seen outside Warsaw and Lodz. We were told that its Isserles synagogue, also know as the REMA, on the

gates were newly replaced, the original ones having
gone to the US Holocaust Museum in Washington D.C.,
which had paid for the new ones to be a copy of the old.

We drove for lunch to a small town (Krynica?) near the
Slovak border, and after lunch to the Dunajec river
where we boarded a punt for some two and a half hours
of rafting down the rapids. For a mid-summer
European trip I had brought no warm clothes or wind-
cheater, and I sat down in the punt in bright sunshine
wearing a thin cotton dress.

It was a pleasant experience at first, down a gorge with
spectacular mountain vistas of rocky outcrops and some
wild birds and fauna. Half an hour after we started,
suddenly the sky became menacing and a thunderstorm
broke out, followed by steady rainfall. We had two
hours to go. Most of the others had accessible raingear.
I had a raincoat in my suitcase on the bus. I got soaked
to the skin, protected only by a plastic bag produced by
one of our puntsmen. But an extraordinary transform-
ation occurred in our group. Everyone rallied to protect
the two oldest of our party to keep them as warm as
possible. We sang, including some bawdy songs, told
questionable jokes at which we laughed uproariously,
and passed the time singing and laughing in the rain. It
was one of the great moments of the trip.
When we finally landed from the punt, we were able to

get at our suitcases and change into dry clothes.
Gradually we got warm again. I fell asleep on the bus
and woke up as we were driving into Cracow. Once
more we were staying at the Forum Hotel, where I'd first
stayed in 1983 and again in 1990. The public rooms
were extended and much improved and it now had the

atmosphere of an international hotel.

The next day a trip to Auschwitz and Birkenau had been

planned. Since I had been there for a day in 1983 and
again in 1990, I declined. The others mostly declined
too, and so this was dropped. I had planned a trip to the

Jagellonian Archives in Cracow, which I expected to be

open, since those in Rzeszow, in Przemysl and in some
smaller towns visited by group members had been too. I
had Bogdan as my driver-translator since Krzystof and
Tom had gone back to Lublin. Unfortunately in
Cracow, just as we later found in Warsaw, the archives
were closed in July and August for summer vacation.
Even where a skeleton staff was on duty, they refused to
discuss any matter with us. The Jagellonian Archives
had also moved, and though we drove there, I never got
the address.

The others had gone to the Kazimierz area of Cracow,
the former Jewish quarter and before that a separate
town to which the Jews were confined. The streets still
bear Jewish names: Isak, Jakob, Meisels, etc and many
buildings are former synagogues or Jewish institutions.
Some synagogues are in process of restoration, but for
the purpose of being used as public buildings. Only the
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Kazimierz central square and the Tempel synagogue,
the great Reform synagogue in the centre of Cracow
which is in process of restoration, are still part of the
Jewish community. The fourteenth century old
synagogue has been for many years a State-run Jewish
Museum. I went back this time to check on the 1930's
Galician candelabra which is similar to our family
heirloom, but it was not on display. I purchased a few
English language books in the small museum shop and
some music tapes including a set of two wonderful
Klezmer tapes called "Kroke", which I have been

playing and replaying since I got home.

In the afternoon the whole group visited the Judaica
Foundation at 17 Meiselsa Street, Kazimierz, which is
the Centre for Jewish Culture in Cracow. This centre is
a result of the annual festival of Jewish culture held in
May each year at which music, painting, films and

performing arts are featured, and which has become
somewhat of a "must" for intellectual Poles. "I always
go to the Jewish Culture Festival in Cracow" was told to
me by a number ofPoles this trip.
In 1986 a Research Centre on Jewish History and
Culture in Poland was established as a department of
the Jagellonian University at 17 Meisels Street, which
Tuns a summer programme for a month in July-August,
in 1995 "The Modern History and Experience of Jews in
Eastern Europe" which included Barbara Kirshenblatt-
Gimblett and Christopher Browning on the faculty, as
well as many Polish, English and American scholars not
yet well-known to me. They give courses on Jewish hist-
ory, including the Holocaust, on language, philosophy
and folklore, and they welcome enquiries by foreign
students. There is also a publication programme of
books with scholarly papers on the topic "Jews in
Poland" ofwhich I bought the excellent first volume for
$US 35. The major part of the book is in English, with
some articles in Polish and in French.

Then we drove to Camp Rychwol near Bielsko-Biala. A
property had been purchased by the Ronald S. Lauder
Foundation, or possibly it had formerly been a Jewish
estate, in the foothills of the Carpathian mountains,
where camps and seminars were held for Poles of
Jewish descent, their partners and children, who were

willing to explore their Jewish heritage for ten days to a

fortnight. The camp we attended was led by Rabbi
Michael Schudrich and his wife, together with Alizah
Reisner who also runs the Jewish primary school now
open in Warsaw.

My husband and I had met Rabbi Schudrich in Tokyo,
Japan, in 1985 when he was the rabbi there. Apparently
he relishes pioneer postings in which he has to master a
new language as well as being shepherd to a small flock
and bring Yiddishkeit and the Jewish religion to it. The
previous week Camp Rychwol had hosted Polish Jewish
teenagers. In the first week of August it was a camp for
families looking to find some meaning in their sparse
Jewish roots. Parents and children living together to

imbibe a Jewish atmosphere with kosher food, Hebrew
songs, folk dancing, play-acting, religious services and
no compulsion to do anything, but strong motivation to
be in everything. We participated in a ma'ariv service,
followed by an evening meal with pickled herring,
tomato salad and black rye bread the mainstays. I loved
the food, but it was not to the taste of some of our group.
Then there was a play about exile and dispersion after
the fall of the Second Temple. The enthusiasm and

energy of Rabbi Schudrich, Alizah Reisner and their
international group of youth leaders and tutors was

palpable, but it must have been exhausting to keep up
throughout the summer. The volunteer madrichim
(leaders) ranged from a young B'nai Akiva madrich
from Glasgow, to an observant pater familias with wife,
married children and their children all from England,
and Israelis. It was exhilarating and awe-inspiring to
see the effort and the enthusiasm. Will they succeed in
bringing a significant number back to Judaism in
Poland?

We had been meant to leave Cracow on Friday morning,
and I had planned a visit to Lodz with Polish relatives
now living in Frankfurt, to the sites pertaining to my
stepfather's family. But the majority of our group
wanted to stay in Cracow over Shabbat and I did not
dare to travel alone without interpreter by train from
Cracow to Warsaw, so my plans fell through. Instead
on Friday morning I went shopping with Justine
Armstrong to Cracow's central square, an area of many
interests for tourists. I was able to purchase beautifully
finished lightweight wooden toys for my grandsons,
linen tabling to hem and embroider, and reasonably
priced amber jewellery to bring back as gifts.

In early July a kosher restaurant for tourists had been

opened by the Nissenbaum Foundation in Kazimierz's
central square, right next to the Rema Synagogue, and
we had Shabbat dinner there, joined by Diane Arm-
strong's aunt who still lives in Cracow. It was a
traditional Sabbath menu with roast goose and all the
trimmings. Soon Phyllis Simon, who is even better at

picking up strays than I am, noticed a man dining alone
at a neighbouring table. A Jew should not eat alone on
the Sabbath...so we soon invited Alexander Weinfeld to

join our table, which added to the interest and to the
conversation.

On Saturday many people attended shule, and then we
again met at the Nissenbaum Foundation kosher
restaurant for lunch. The food was really good, the

setting, cutlery and service of a high standard. While a

group visited the Cracow Jewish cemetery, which I had
seen adequately in 1990, three of us walked back from
Kazimierz to the Forum Hotel. In the evening there was
going to be a treat, klezmer music while we ate a light
supper at the Cafe Ariel in the Serioka Square. The
Ammstrongs had invited their local relatives to join
them, and Rebbecca Pomeranz and her mother Joan
brought two young Polish brothers, met in RADOMYSL
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WIELKI. One of them, RYSZARD ZIOBRON had
written a Master's thesis on the Jews who once lived in
Radomysl Wielki, and is prepared to share his

knowledge with those who write to him.

Unfortunately the music was not really Klezmer or

Jewish, but Russian and gypsy, so our expectations were
not met. Nevertheless some of us understood that it was
reasonable to have a cover charge for the music

especially as some people ordered very little to eat, and
the cover charge was equivalent to only a few dollars.
But some of our American group members carried on as
if they were asked to pay a fortune and cried loudly
about "consumer fraud" and other such nonsense...and
refused to pay for their food, too. It was highly
embarrassing for the rest of us, and so petty.

The next morning we left early by bus for Warsaw. The
direct trip took five hours and our first stop was at the
Warsaw Jewish cemetery now in the centre of the city,
as it was too early for all our rooms to be free at the
hotel. I had visited it thoroughly on my two previous
visits, but there was no point in sitting in the bus. It is
such a vast cemetery with such a variety of graves from
several hundred years of burials that there is always
something new to discover. A name indexed list of
burials with dates of death would surely sell well
throughout the Jewish world, particularly if it were

printed in Latin characters and in English. Unfortun-

ately a $US 10 fee for each of two or three names paid
to the English-speaking son of the cemetery keeper in
1983 or 1990 to advise me of the presence of important
family surnames, resulted in nod communication at all,
although $US 10 was then a small fortune in Poland.
Since many other tourists also paid such a fee at that

time, I wonder if anyone ever received an answer. A
few books in languages other than Polish on some

aspects of the cemetery by MONICA KRAJEWSKA,
and on the Warsaw Ghetto Revolt, as well as some

locally-made Jewish trinkets can be bought from the
kiosk at the cemetery entrance.

Finally at nearly 3 pm we checked in to the Warsaw
Forum Hotel, where I had also stayed in 1983 for the
Historians' Conference, and again it was clear how
Poland had come on economically, just by the sight of
the lobby boutiques, and all the foreign newspapers and

magazines for sale.

A bus tour ofWarsaw sights along the "Royal Route" of
monuments gave us a glimpse of potential sites to visit.
There was a series of free open air Chopin concerts in
one of the city's large parks, apparently a tradition in
early August. Some of our group attended the next day
and enjoyed the concert greatly. We also visited the

Umschlagplatz monument to those deported to
Treblinka - a large surface of white and grey marble,
with hundreds of first names, Polish, Yiddish and
Hebrew, then current among Polish Jewry, engraved in
alphabetical order in an aesthetically pleasing manner,
from AARON, ABEL and ABIGAIL to ZACHARIASZ

and ZURECH. Occasionally I have read of this monu-
ment being defaced by anti-semitic louts, but during our
visit it was again pristine. Today the Mila Street 18

monument to the leaders of the Warsaw Ghetto Revolt
was also free of the graffiti it had sported in 1990, and

finally we visited the main monument to the Warsaw
Ghetto Revolt and the vast square and parkland around
it. It had looked so splendid at the time of the 40th

anniversary commemoration of the Revolt in 1983, but
now quite obviously needed some restoration work done.

From our guide we learnt that the Polish government is
expecting world Jewry, particularly the descendants of
Polish Jews, to fund this restoration. While it would be
a great shame to let this important monument deterior-
ate, it seems strange with ail the visible improvements
to the city of Warsaw in the last decade, that funds to
restore this particular site should be so lacking.

We also saw the site of the orphanage which had been
directed by Dr Janusz Korczak, one of many former
Jewish buildings now acquired by the Polish State of the
Warsaw municipality for their needs. Surely in consid-
eration for the many heirless Jewish buildings which
accrued to the Polish State as a result of the Holocaust,
funds to restore the Warsaw Ghetto Monument could be
found. We heard from Rabbi Michael Schudrich and Dr
Yale Reisner that the present Jewish community of
Warsaw is seeking the return of one of the three prewar
Jewish school complexes, which the Polish State acquir-
ed after the war, to house the recently founded Jewish
primary school which has outgrown its actual premises.

That first night in Warsaw I was so exhausted, I went to
bed unable to attend the first of our two farewell
dinners. The next morning was our day for the Warsaw
archives, first the National or State Archives at 6 and
also 5 Dluga Street, whose General-Director Dr Jerzy
Skowronek, I had met at the Jerusalem Seminar. Un-
fortunately he was on summer vacation and what staff
were on duty were not prepared to do any research or to
let us look at anything. We learnt that there is an initial
inquiry fee of $US 30 per surname which has to be pre-
paid for any inquiry to be initiated. Further there is a per
diem rate and per page of any photocopied document.
Without the preliminary fee of $US 30 no answer will
be sent. But we were assured that inquiries could be in
English or in French, if one could not write Polish. The
National Archives are always closed in July-August.
The Jewish Historical Institute in Warsaw is now
funded by the Ronald S. Lauder Foundation of New
York, which employs the American Jewish scholar Dr
Yale Reisner as its archivist. Dr Reisner studied Yid-
dish, Hebrew and Polish for his degrees, and thus was a
natural for the job. We met him in the street on the way
to the Institute on his first day back after the Washing-
ton conference. He is still in the process of sorting and

classifying the material held in the Institute (see Kosher
Koala Vol 3 No 1) but he told us that he had found

(continued on page 12)
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A LETTER FROM YALE RELSNER
Dear Sophie

Many thanks for your contribution of US$100.00 to the
Archives of the Jewish Historical Institute. Together
with other, similar contributions, your funds will help
preserve and computer catalogue our irreplaceable
archival source materials.

I am pleased to report the recent arrival of sixteen new

fireproof archival cabinets to replace wooden crates,
brown paper and string. These cabinets were purchased
entirely with donor funds. In addition, we are soon to
receive several hundred new acid-free storage boxes for
the historic eighteenth and nineteenth century Breslau
Jewish archives. Computer cataloguing of our more
than 7,000 eyewitness accounts has recently begun, at

long last, and a database of Holocaust information is
now being created. In addition, courtesy of the Polish-
German Foundation, we today commenced an overall
reconstruction and modernization of the Jewish
Historical Institute.

With the help of friends and supporters like you, the
future is looking a tad brighter each day and the light of
our people's past is also being allowed to shine again as
we unearth more and more previously unprocessed
material.

You have done a great mitzvah. On behalf of the
Ronald S. Lauder Foundation, the Jewish Historical
Institute Association and the Jewish Historical Research
Institute, I thank you for your continued generous
support and thank you for enlisting others in support of
this urgent preservation effort.

As to your final queries:

1) There are no known Treblinka lists extant as far as I
have been able to ascertain. 800,000 Jews exterminated
without a documentary trace. We do hold a small
number ofhandwritten notes tossed our of trains enroute
to Treblinka and found on the tracks, but these tragic
documents are not yet indexed by name.

2) Chevra Kadisha lists for sundry communities and

periods do exist. I know, for example, that we hold bits
and pieces of Breslau, Krakow, Szydlowiec, Witkow,
Kremza and Mordy Chevra Kadisha lists and probably a
few Silesian and Posen Province communities. There
are sure to be others in Israel and elsewhere, I don't
know if anyone's ever tried to compile a comprehensive
list. An index to burials in Bielsko-Biala (Bielitz) has

just been completed.

Hope your Pesach went well. The Ronald S. Lauder
Foundation provided supplies to eleven Polish Jewish
communities this year, up from eight last year.

Sincerely yours

Yale J. Reisner
Warsaw, April, 22 1996

READING 19TH CENTURY POLISH
CIVIL RECORDS
by Ester Csaky
My interest in genealogy began eighteen months ago
and as I commenced my research, I was lucky to have a

mother who remembered the names of many of her
ancestors. We managed to construct a family tree which
contained numerous names, but only four generations
and few definite dates. The information about my
father's side of the family was scant. Luckily, I only
needed to check two place names; Lublin, Poland,
where my mother's ancestors had lived, and Bychawa, a
small town about forty kilometres from Lublin from
where my father's family came. I was also lucky that
neither of these cities were bombed during the war.

About this time, I discovered that the Mormons had
microfilms of civil records and I became excited at the
prospect of finding some information relating to my
ancestors. I telephoned the Family History Centre of the
The Church of Jesus Christ of the Latter-Day Saints,
and was advised to make an appointment and to reserve
a microfilm/microfiche reader. In this way, I would be
assured of a reader and would not have to wait. On
arrival at the Braeside Family History Centre, I was
given the International Genealogical Index (IGI)
microfiche. I searched and was disappointed that none
of my names were included. At that stage, I was
unaware that the IGI was a list that should rightly NOT
include Jewish names. It is a list of names ofMormons
and those "baptised" by them.

I was then directed to another resource, a listing of
European microfilms held by the Mormons. The
volunteers at the centre were extremely helpful and
explained that, with foreign records, I must look for the
country, region/state and then city/town. If the
ancestors came from a village, then one looks for the
nearest town. Under the city there would be various
civil records pertaining to the many different churches
and a section called Jewish Records.

I looked for: POLAND, LUBLIN (region), LUBLIN
(city) JEWISH RECORDS. What I found was a list of
about twenty microfilms of civil records spanning the
years 1826-1869.

To view the microfilm, it is necessary to order them
from Salt Lake City. Each microfilm costs $7 for a long
term loan, and it takes about four to six weeks to arrive.
It all depends, of course, if it is not being used by some-
one else somewhere around the globe. The microfilm is
only available for viewing at a Family History Centre,
and you must book a time and a microfilm reader. The
next problem was which dates to order. I chose a few.
One of the years was 1864 because my grandfather was
born in 1884 and was the youngest child. I assumed
that his parents, my great-grandparents may have been
married around 1864. They had eight children as far as
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my mother knew, and a span of twenty years from first
to last child seemed logical.
Four weeks later, I was notified that the films had
arrived. Excitedly, I began looking through the records,
trying to make sense of the numerous names and

signatures, some even in Hebrew. Luckily, my mother

accompanied me and was able to translate and show me
how to hone in on the relevant information. Scrolling
through each record was a tedious task. After two hours
and having read only a small portion of the microfilm, I
was ready to give up. The strain on my eyes and the
concentration was enormous. I noted the record and

began scrolling forward when, suddenly, half-way
through the microfilm, there was an alphabetical index
of names, each with the record number beside it. What
ajoy!! However, none ofmy names were listed. At the

end of the microfilm, I found another index. This time,
as I read the last names, a shiver ran through me. Here
was the name of my great-grandfather ZAJFSZTAIN,
CHAIM. I rewound the film to the record and there was
a birth certificate for one of his children. The
information I found in that one record was amazing.

What I'd like to do here is present a 'literal' translation
of this Polish civil record and show how it is possible to
find information even though one does not know Polish.
Apparently not ali Polish civil records have indexes, and
sometimes the record number in the index, does not
relate to the actual record. The microfilm I have viewed
from Lublin and Bychawa all have the same format.
Each record begins with the name of the town and on
the second or third line, the word 'Starozakonny'
literally, a person of the Old Testament is mentioned.

Sometimes an address is added, but

4Bh Vth

there are no street names, just house
numbers. The reason for the

registration is mentioned and the

MEY names of witnesses are given.

4 Wt,Dil.
a" of the way down

who is registering and this is

.4 an orthodox Jew (literal meaning
was "a person of the Old Test-
ament") presented himself. Chaim
Zejfsztein a tradesman, 20 years of
age, the father, an inhabitant of
Lublin, in presence of two witnesses

and Tobiasz Liberman, clerk

Underlined #449 ZajfsztainMasza - Chaim & Ryfka Cyrla -1864 for the late registration. This act
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1. Starozakonny (Person of the Old Testament)
Lublin Birth Record - Key words underlined and numbered

3. Ryfka Cyrla z Soblow (maiden name - of Sobol, literally of the house of Sobol)
2. Chaim Zajfsztein (Ester's great-grandfather)

4. Masza

was read and signed by the second witness, the other
declared that he cannot write.
Tobiasz Liberman
Leopold Schutz, clerk of civil registrations.
What did I learn from this record? The surname in the
index is ZAJFSZTAIN however, the surname in the
tecord is Zejfsztein. My grandfather spelled it
Zajfsztajn. The registry clerk had a German name,
maybe this was his version of the surmame. When my
grandfather was born. If he was 20 in 1864, then he
was bor in 1844, That his occupation was
"tradesman", without specificying exactly what it was.
That Chaim and Cirla lived in house number 757. My
great-grandmother's maiden name was Sobol and her
other name was Ryfka. Though it's mentioned first, she
must have changed it to Cirla later because my
grandmother's name was Ryfka and it was not
customary for mother-in-law and daughter-in-law to
have the same name. Cirla was 22 and therefore born
in 1842 and was 2 years older than her husband. Cirla

gave birth to a daughter named Mascha. Masza was not
a name my mother remembered as one of her aunties.
What happened to her? Why did Chaim register
Mascha almost 5 months late? Many answers but also
some questions.

Reading through the other microfilms that I ordered,
I've found what I believe to be my paternal grandfather's
birth certificate from Bychawa. I have also found many
records with the names Garfinkiel and Zajfsztajn and I
have photocopies of these. They form part of the vast
jigsaw which I hope to one day connect as I labour
through more Mormon records.

Any members who have a Polish civil record and would
like a translation, my mother would be happy to do so.
No direct payment is required but a donation to
AJGS-Victorian Branch would be appreciated.
Ester Csaky is the Membership chairman of the
Victorian Branch ofour Society and was previously the
Honorary Secretary (Ed.)
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IS THE KGI REALLY RELIABLE?
(How some Mormons baptise Jews other than
victims of the Holocaust and invent BDM details)

by Beulah-Rose Gross

In October 1995, I consulted the IGI at the Family
Research Centre at the Mormon Church in Gosford. I
found one family name. Herman Mau born 7 December,
1868 in Kurland, Latvia. I knew that a brother of my
great-grandmother was named Herman, that he was a

doctor, and that he had gone to live in Leningrad, where
he married and practised. I also knew that the Mau
family had originated in Libau, now Liepaja, the princ-
ipal city of the province of Kurland in Latvia/Lithuania.
I was, therefore, sure that the Herman Mau on the IGI
was my relative.

I was horrified to find that Herman had been posthum-
ously baptised. When I asked how this had happened, I
was informed that a 'patron' - a Mormon who, I was
assured, had to be related, but not necessarily by blood -

had done this. There was some reluctance to give me
the name of this person, until I said that if this person
was a relative, I needed to find out what he or she knew
about the family. I was then told that for $6 I could
order a microfilm which would contain the name of the
patron, and possibly more information about Herman.

Some months later the microfilm arrived. It stated that
Herman Mau had been 'baptised' by aa Mormon woman
living in Sweden, and it gave her name and full address.
It also stated that Herman's mother had been born in
about 1840, and his father in about 1836. Herman's
name was one of many on this microfilm, all born in
different places, all with surnames beginning with 'M'
and all baptised by the same zealous lady.
commented, somewhat facetiously, that she must have
had a large family, to which the librarian agreed!.

I wrote at once to a cousin in Sweden, whose grand-
mother was a sister to Herman, and she contacted his
Mormon 'patron'. A verbatim translation of the written
reply follows. The bracketed question marks are my
cousin's.

'The answer to your question if and how I'm related to
Herman Mau is simply NO. You need an explanation
this is that I belong to the Mormon Church and believe
that a man never dies and that we, here on earth, can do

'Temple work' to save the dead but only out of their free
will (77). So we are encouraged to do research, that is
to find the names of our ancestors (?7).
'Since I was born in Estonia and as you know it was im-
possible to do so in the Soviet Union, I had no result in
trying, which made me very sad. So one day I was
lucky to get in my hand two books, named "Album
Academicum der Kaiserlichen Universiteit Dorpat" and
"Album Academicum Universitas Tartuensis" with the
names of all people who had studied at the university in
Tartu, Estonia from 1802 to 1888 with 14,331 names

and 1889 to 1918 with 14,656 names. Besides name,
birthplace and year of birth, there are also results of the
studies and, in some cases, year of death. I was
extremely happy.

'Soon I discovered that all students up to the Second
World War were men and of all nationalities. I couldn't
tell who was Jewish since Jews lived all over.
Estonians, who had been liberated from serfdom around
1830(?) couldn't start studying until after that, as far as I
understand. I didn't care at ali which nationality they
had, but what made me wonder was, why they were all
men. So I asked for permission from the authorities in
charge (?) if I could write down father and mother as
Mr and Mrs with approximate dates of birth and I got
permission. So at least I could have one woman per two
men and that is how I started with these names.

'But I never finished my work after Estonia was
liberated and now I take care ofmy own family and my
husband's and I don't have time for more than that. But
I have found people there who have helped me since I
pay them and they make research in archives. Maybe
they can also give you help? Please notice that the place
of birth for Herman Mau is Kurland which is now
Latvia. He studied medicine.'

As Herman had not died in the Shoah, I knew that I had
to make special application to Salt Lake City to have his
name removed from the IGI. On the advice of Gary
Mokotoff, publisher of Avotaynu, I wrote to the IGI
Headquarters and included copies of the letter from my
Swedish cousin, my letter to Mr Mokotoff, his reply,
and a letter from Herman Mau to his sister, my great-
grandmother. This letter confirms his date of birth as
given on the IGI and his profession as a doctor, which
in tum confirms that he is indeed my relative. The
letter also mentions a photograph of Herman and his
wife I have inscribed ''Onkel Herman and Tante Yulia'
by my grandmother. A copy of this was also included
and I stated that the family has always been staunchly
Jewish, and I made my relationship to Herman Mau
quite clear.

In March 1996 I received a letter from IGI Headquarters
in Salt Lake City. This thanks me for the documenta-
tion I supplied, and goes on to say, 'The Church is
keenly aware of those not of our faith who are con-
cerned over the practice of temple ordinances performed
for the dead. Members have been instructed by the First
Presidency of the Church to do work for their own
family lines, and in most cases, names are submitted by
descendants of those for whom work is done.

'As you discovered, Herman Mau's name was submitted

by someone who is not a relative. This action was not
taken by the Church, but by a well-meaning individual.
Because of these circumstances, his name will be
removed from the International Genealogical Index.'

I have had a satisfactory result to my efforts, but I am
still concerned. Does the Church divorce itself from the
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actions of its 'well-meaning individuals'? Does it
actually know what they are doing and perhaps turn a
blind eye? But, what bothers me most is the
information from Sweden. By her own admission and
with permission from authorities - which must surely
have been from IGI headquarters either in Sweden or
even Salt Lake City - Herman Mau's Mormon 'patron'
falsified the dates ofbirth of his parents. All this in her
zeal to add female names to her 'Temple-work' of
baptising as many people as possible!!

How many other parents and their dates of birth for the
men she 'baptised', Jewish and non-Jewish, did she
'create'? How many other just as zealous 'patrons' have
done the same? How reliable is the information we
obtain from the IGI?

Ifyou have any problems with the IGI records and the
'mormonisation' of relatives who did not die in the
Shoah, write to:

Elder Monte J. Brough,
Family History Department,
50 East North Temple,
Salt Lake City, Utah, 84150, USA

As this article reveals, some members of the Church of
Latter Day Saints still think it proper to appropriate
Jews and members ofother religions and to notionally
"baptise them years after their death. We find the
Practice absolutely abhorrent. What do our readers
think? (Editor)

From Mass-pocha Vol 14 No 4 Fall 1995
MICROFILM NUMBERS OF RECORDS FROM BELARUS

AT THE LDS FAMILY HISTORY LIBRARY as at February, 1995
teendeennetetantmmeenatmnttemmmemneenneemmmenreeeanneeeeneneeet ee

David-Gorodok 1893/1898 1,794,311 Mogilev 1887-1889 1,920,801
David-Gorodok 1899-1910 1,920,791 Mogilev 1853/1857 1,920,796
David-Gorodok BMD 1874/1892 1,794,310 Mogilev 1870-1874 1,920,797
David-Gorodok BMD 1874/1892 1,794,311 Mogilev 1875-1878 1,920,798

1879-1882Mogilev 1,920,799
Gorodok 1860-1863 1,920,792 Mogilev 1883-1886 1,920,799
Gorodok 1913 1,920,795 Mogilev 1883-1886 1,920,800
Ivenets 1857 1,920,794 Mogilev 1887-1890 1,920,802

Mogilev 1891-1894 1,920,802
Kamen 1866 1,920,794 Mogilev 1857/1879 1,920,796
Kamen 1891/1911 1,920,795 Mogilev 1880/1892 1,920,801
Kamen 1860 1,920,792 Mogilev 1880-1892 1,920,802
Kamen 1908 1,920,795 Mogilev 1877/1890 1,920,796

Karolin 1860-1872 1,794,309 1872-1917Ostroshitskij G 1,794,308
KojdanovB 1896 1,920,795 Ostroshitskij G 1872-1917 1,794,309
KojdanovD 1867 1,920,794 Pinsk 1882,1922-29 1,794,309
Lakhva M 1879/1915 1,920,792 Pinsk 1924-1926

Members 1841
1,794,310

Lepel 1,920,795 Pinsk 1930-1939 1,794,310

Minsk 1840,1847 1,920,793 Rakov 1869 1,920,794
Minsk 1852/1869 Rakov1,920,794 1877/1889 1,920,793
Minsk 1882,1895 1,920,795 Rakov 1897/1917 1,920,795
Minsk B Doc 1899-1907 1,920,793 Rakov 1860/1864 1,920,792
Minsk BMD 1836/1839 1,920,792 Rakov 1903
Minsk

1,920,795
1840,1846 1,920,793 Rakov 1908 1,920,795

Minsk 1861 1,920,793
Minsk 1861 1,920,794 Rubezhevichi 1904/1912
Minsk 1857

1,920,795
1,920,794 Rubezhevichi 1861,1864 1,920,792

Minsk School 1906-1916 1,920,793 Rubezhevichi 1860 1,920,792
Minsk 1840 1,920,793 Rubezhevichi Taxes 1839 1,920,793

Mogilev 1837-1838 1,920,796 Samokhvalovi 1865 1,920,792
Mogilev 1854/1883 1,920,796 Samokhvalovi 1859 1,920,794
Mogilev 1864/1893 1,920,800 Samokhvalovi 1860,1864-65 1,920,792
Mogilev 1870/1875 1,920,797 Senno 1861-1864 1,920,795
Mogilev 1872-2875 1,920,798 Stolin 1911 1,794,309
Mogilev 1876-1880 1,920,798

1879-1880Mogilev 1,920,799 Stolptsy 1860 1,920,792
Mogilev 1881-1882 1,920,799 Stolptsy 1860-1864 1,920,792
Mogilev 1883-1886 1,920,800 Zaslavi' 1856-1857 1,920,794

1887-1889 binMogilev 1,920,800 1905 1,794,309
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GALICIA (continued from page 6)
material of genealogical interest going back to the 16th

Century, and also that the Lauder Foundation concen-
trates on areas other than genealogy, so Jewish geneal-
ogists are asked to contribute to the preservation of the
material by donating funds. Some of us made contrib-
utions there and then, and J was rewarded by receiving a
few weeks later a certified photocopy of an eyewitness
account in Polish of the destruction of the Jewish com-
munity of Kalush, which has been translated for me in
Sydney. The Institute also has a large pile of hand-
typed lists of survivors of Polish Jewry who registered
with Jewish groups and institutions from 1946 to 1949.
This includes survivors of camps and labour camps,
those who lived in false identities or as partisans, and
the returnees from Russia and Siberia. But people had
to register voluntarily. My cousin Marian Bielecki and
wife were not on this list, though he survived, but other
relatives and friends who later came to Australia I found
on the list. Surnames, first names, prewar address and
1946-49 address, and sometimes the names of parents or
spouse are listed. For a small fee I was able to obtain

photocopied pages of people with the main surnames I
am researching. Reisner will answer letters with a

donation, but warns that he gets more mail than he can
reasonably cope with, and therefore one must expect a

delay in obtaining an answer. But Yale Reisner struck
me as the sort of person who would go out of his way to

help any reasonable request for information.

That night he, and his wife and little daughter were part
of our farewell dinner at the Menorah Kosher
restaurant, also installed and owned by the Nissenbaum
Foundation. Unfortunately the service there was neither
as efficient nor as amiable as in the Cracow kosher
restaurant. The restaurant closes at 11 p.m. and by then
had not served our large table with the lemon tea we
had ordered several hours earlier, nor some of the

desserts, and would not do so on the grounds that they
were now closing. Needless to say they were not offered

many tips. And so ended our trip on a less than happy
note. Waclaw had left us the previous day but we all
tipped him, our previous guides, translators and all
drivers. This is an expense which all participants on
such trips must take into account.

We had seen much, experienced a lot together and sep-
arately, and came home a little wiser. Obviously we did
not all have exactly the same experiences. Diane Arm-
strong, a seasoned travel journalist, has had published
two excellent articles, several months apart in the Sat-
urday editions of THE AUSTRALIAN. The most recent
article "Return to Piczaczs" was a most moving account
of finding again the retired Polish Catholic priest who
saved her parents' and her life during the war. Justine
Armstrong had an article published in the AUSTRAL-
IAN JEWISH NEWS, also most interesting, and Phyllis
Simon has written in GESHER GALICIA, a brief
account. I do not know what anyone else has written of

this trip. For me it was disappointing to have lacked the

"adequate time to visit your home-town villages or
cities", as promised in pre-trip publicity, and I deplore
that to-date no response has been received to a lengthy
comment from me invited by the organisers. But I

enjoyed the rest of the trip.

SOME USEFUL ADDRESSES
The State Archive of [VANO-FRANKIVSK
Katerina Mitsan, Head Archivist,3 ulitsa Griun-
valdskaya, IVANO-FRANKIVSK, UKRAINE
CENTRAL HISTORICAL ARCHIVES, 3a Vulitsa
Vozziednannia, LVIV, UKRAINE.
Director is ORESTMATSIAK.
Trained researcher, speaks and write English, lives
LVIV, works five days a week in BRODY, willing to do
archival research: LUDMILA GRIGORIEVA,
Vulitsa Yavornitskoho 5a/32, LVIV 54, UKRAINE
Jewish contacts in LVIV:
MICHEL SHOYCHET, Vulitsa Chitakaya 1/94, or P.O.
Box N581, LVIV, UKRAINE Tel: 380 (322) 62 2219.
SYNAGOGUE: Pr. Mikhhovsskih Street, 4, LVIV
Tel: 380 (322) 622 219 and 330 524. Rabbi Mordechai
Shlomo Bald, Tel: 380 (322) 333 53 or 330 521.

ARCHIVUM WOJEWODDZEKIE, Ulica P.C.K. (Polish
Red Cross) 37-700, PRZEMYSL, POLAND
Excellent Polish Guide, expert in history ofHolocaust:
WACLAW WOJCIECHOWSKI, KANIJE, Ulica Mila 3,
05-805 OTREBUSY, POLAND Tel: (48) 2 758 5850
Fax: (48) 2 628 18 08 (at Vinopol Travel Agency).
Archives in KRAKOW: ARCHIVUM PANSTWOWE,
1.Ulitsa Sienna 16, 2. Ulica Lubiez 25.

SOME THOUGHTS ON GENEALOGY
How shall we know who we are
Ifwe do not ascertain who we were?
How do we ascertain where we are going
Ifwe fail to find whence we came?
How may we progress into our future
Ifwe have not examined our past?
How will we link with our descendants
Until we are familiar with our ancestors?

From Morris Ochert, 0AM, Queensland Representative
oftheAustralian Jewish Genealogical Society

EDITORIAL (continue from page 1)

We also now have two members in Tasmania, John
Farrar of Beaconsfield and Dennis Phillips of Binalong
Bay, so now we have 171 members in every state.

In May we had the brief visit to Sydney of Arthur and
Caryl Chassman of Greater Miami JGS, with whom
some of our executive had the pleasure of sharing a
Shabbat dinner. We look forward to a winter of
workshops, talks, and advances in our research.

Sophie Caplan, Editor
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WHAT'S HAPPENING IN THE VICTORIAN
BRANCH

The Victorian Branch of the AUSTRALIAN JEWISH
GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY held its first Annual
General Meeting on 17th April, 1996 and elected its
first permanent committee.

Chairman: Lionel Sharpe
Treasurer Sam Leon
Publicity Richard Reisner
Catering Enid Yoffa Elton
Resources Librarian Rosaline Collins
Membership Ester Czaky
Internet contacts Leslie Oberman

oberman@tmxmelb.mhs.oz.au
Dr Albert Braunstein

sbr@bbs.ausomnet.au
Committee Leone Engel, Bettye Susskind

Miriam Pollak
Postal Address: P.O. Box 189,

GLENHUNTLY VIC 3163,
AUSTRALIA

The Victorian Branch planned two interesting meetings
at the BETH WEIZMANN COMMUNITY CENTRE,
306 Hawthorn Road, South Caulfield at 7.30 p.m.

Wednesday 29th May 1996 BRINGING TO LIFE
YOUR FAMILY TREE, THE MAGIC OF INTERNET.
Main speaker will be ANNE FOXWORTHY, Computer
Sorceress othe AIGS who will speak about Accessing
the Internet, and the information available for
genealogical research, to be followed by our own
Internet experts, LESLIE OBERMAN and ALBERT
BRAUNSTEIN who will speak specifically about Jewish
Genealogical Web Sites (locations) on the Internet.

Wednesday 26 June 1996 LIONEL SHARPE, the new
chairman of our branch will talk on EXPLORING
FAMILY HISTORY THROUGH OLD PHOTO-
GRAPHS with the help of colour slide and demonstrate
how old family photographs can bring to life the names
on a family tree. He will also talk about the early
history of photography, with particular reference to
early portraits taken in Australia and in Poland, and the
valuable cues these can give to an ancestor's
back-ground.

Entrance fee: Members $6, non-members $9.
Bring membership card for member's reduced fees.

Enquiries to:
Rhonda - 9578 6456,
Ester -9578 0368 or
Makor - 9273 5611.

VOLUNTEERS REQUIRED
The Committee in New South Wales is looking for
volunteers to help with the creation of new data-bases.
If interested, please contact:

Terry (02) 9588 5453 or Gary (02) 9519 9907

WELCOME TO SOUTH AUSTRALIAN BRANCH
On 15th May 1996, a South Australian Jewish
Genealogical Society was formed in Adelaide, with
Hilde Hines as President, Mrs Marjorie Luno as
vice-president, and Dr Klee Benveniste as Honorary
Secretary. Ralph Kaiser has accepted the Treasurer's
position. Klee Benveniste, who has already established
contact with us is the Hon. Archivist of the Adelaide
Hebrew Congregation, succeeding the late Sadie
Pritchard and taking care of the Sadie Pritchard
Archive. Marjorie Luno is a descendant of the famed
Rabbi Boas of Adelaide, and has an enormous family
tree and family records dating back to the early days of
Jewish settlement in Adelaide. Your editor had the
pleasure of making her acquaintance in 1991 through
the good offices of our friend Kingsley Ireland, who
arranged for the Lunos to drive us from Adelaide to
Angaston for a milchig luncheon, after an ECAJ
conference in Adelaide. We are delighted to welcome
the South Australian Society to the fold of Australian
Jewish genealogy.

ISOLATED GRAVES
From SHALOM, monthly of the Jewish community of
Queensland, 1995

Queenslander, Lew Rischin in July 1994 photographed
four Jewish graves in a general cemetery in BROOME,
Western Australia. Two of the photos were reproduced
in SHALOM and the relevant information reads as
follows:
- MARK ROSENBERG, dearly beloved husband of
VICTORIA ROSENBERG, died 25th November, 1919.
Hebrew inscription hidden by a tree branch.
In loving memory ofMAURICE EDWARD ISAACS,

son of the late HENRY and KATE ISAACS, died 27th
June, 1910, aged 41 years. The Hebrew name is Reb
Moshe bar Zvi.
The Hebrew inscriptions on the stones show that they
must have been brought from Perth, as it is doubtful that
anyone with knowledge of Hebrew stone-carving ever
resided in Broome.

NEW TAPES AVAILABLE FOR BORROWING
The following tapes are now available to Australian
members for borrowing. Send your request and $5.00 to
cover costs to Selma Jackson, 13/21 Waverley Street,
Bondi Junction 2022.
Beginners' Seminar, Sydney, 3rd March, 1996

15-1 "Resources for Jewish Roots" Sophie Caplan
(2 tapes)

15-2 "Researching a J.ithuanian Town from
Australia" Daniel Jacobson

15-3 "Using the Australian Jewish Historical Society
Records for Family Research" Helen Bersten

16 "Stories in Stone:Sydney's Early Jewish
Cemeteries" Terry Newman

For Melbourne members
These tapes are available atMakor Library.
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LAST CHANCE FOR THE 15TH ANNUAL
SUMMER SEMINAR ON JEWISH

GENEALOGY, BOSTON, JULY 14-19, 1996,
hosted by the Jewish Genealogical Society of Greater
Boston, Inc., P.O. Box 610366, Newton, MA 02161

0011-1-617-784-0387

CZECHOSLOVAKIAN INTEREST
The International Council of Jews from Czechoslovakia
31 Craven Street, LONDON, WC2E 5NP publishes a
Newsletter (or did so in 1989). I found a copy of
Volume XX No. 90-91 which is replete with political
and community news of interest to people of Czech or
Slovakian ancestry, as well as several pages of
"MEMBERS NOTEBOOK" which contain news about
new members, search columns, news of "happy events",
obituaries, birthday lists, all ofwhich are a genealogical
researcher's delight.No annual subscription was noticed,
but they prefer life membership which is £GB100.00 in
Britain and in Israel, and $US200 for all other
countries.There is also an address for an Israeli branch:
HTACHDUT YOTZEI CZECHOSLOVAKIA,
15 Achad Ha'am Street, TEL AVIV 65142, ISRAEL.
A marvelous tool for anyone with recent roots in

FOREBEARS
AUSTRALIAN FAMILY FINDER

Our Family Finder column will be charged for at the
rate of $AUS 8 for 25 words plus address and tele-

phone number, or fax number of inquirer. For overseas
advertisements $US 5 if sent in cash OR for cheques
$US15 due to new high bank exchange rates for

cheques in other currencies. Please communicate

directly with inquirer, but kindly inform us if this
column has helped you to advance in your research.

00044 STEPHEN BRAUN, 8/61 Ryde Road,
Hunter's Hill, Sydney, 2110 Tel: 61-2-879 6016.

Seeking information on families from POSEN
province, BRAUN from NEUSTADT AN DER
WARTHE, MILOCLAW, KSIAC, MIESZ-
KOWO, BRAUN from BERLIN, SENGER from
NEUSTADT, TURK from city POSEN,

Czechoslovakia, or for a genealogical library.
HAMBURGER from SCHMIEGEL.

AUSTRALIAN JEWISH GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY DATA BASE
Names being researched by our new members June, 1996

Id Surname OldNameofTown Town Province Country Dates

110 AARON NEUBURG GERMANY Late 18th Cent

110 ABRAMSON ROZOVKA UKRAINE Late 19th to 1927

111 APFELBAUM ODESSA UKRAINE
111 ARONIS USA
111 ARONIS LIBAU LIEPAJA LATVIA
134 BACKMAN AUSTRIA To 1940

11f BARSKI ODESSA UKRAINE
110 BATAGOL KONSTANTINOVKA UKRAINE Late 19th to 1927

131 BERKMAN KUROW POLAND 1938

132 BLOCH VICTORIA AUSTRALIA
132 BLOCH LEHIGH PA USA 1850's

132 BLOCH CATHCART VICTORIA AUSTRALIA 1850's

132 BLOCH ARARAT VICTORIA AUSTRALIA 1850-1950's

132 BLOCH HAMILTON VICTORIA AUSTRALIA 1880's

132 BLOCH BAVARIA GERMANY 1820's

132 BLOCH WARRNAMBOOL VICTORIA AUSTRALIA 1890's

132. BLOCH WHITEHALL? PA USA 1850's

132 BLOCK BAVARIA GERMANY 1820's

128 BOBB GLASGOW SCOTLAND 1890-1940

124 BORCHARDT LONDON ENGLAND 1840-1920'S

BREENBAUM RUSSIA Early 19th Cent

128 BUBB PEKLIN RUSSIA 1860-1890

128 BUBB GLASGOW SCOTLAND 1890-1940

125 CAHAY LILLE FRANCE
131 CHABASON PARIS FRANCE 1930's

110 COHEN LONDON ENGLAND Mid 19th Cent

134 CULP GALICIA AUSTRO-HUNG Pre 1910

1 15 CZARNLAK PRZEDECZ POZNAN POLAND 1800+

115 (CZARNIAK KOLO POZNAN POLAND 1800+

1 15 CZARNLAK KLODAWA POZNAN POLAND 1800+

115 CZARNLAK IZBICA KUJAWSKA POZNAN POLAND 1800+

110
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126

126

126
126

125

119

110

119

122

125

126

126

114

116
116

AUSTRALIAN JEWISH GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY DATA BASE
Names being researched by our new members

Id Surname Old Name of Town Town

D'AZEVEDO
D'AZEVEDO
D'AZEVEDO
D'AZEVEDO
DANSET ANY
DAVIS SYDNEY
DAVIS JAGESTOFF AUGUSTOW?
DAVIS
DAVIS BENDIGO
DAVIS JAMAICA
DE GUNZBURG ODESSA
ESAU LONDON
ESTERMAN ROUBAIX
FARRAR AMSTERDAM
FARRAR LEEDS
FARRAR BATLEY
FARRAR LONDON
FELDMAN RADOM
FIENBERG NEWPORT
FREILICH WIEN
FREILICH IVANO FRANKOVSK
FRDDMAN JERUSALEM
FROEHLICH IVANO FRANKOVSK
FROMCHUK-POLLACK ODESSA
FROMCHUK-POLLACK MOGILEV PODOLSKIY
FROMCHUK-POLLACK VINNITSA
FUCHS VIENNA. WIEN
GAST ODESSA
GAVOLITZ PEKLIN
GERMAN LONDON
GLASS KRAKOW
GLASSER KRAKOW
GLASSER KLESZCZOW
GLAZER KRAKOW
GLICKMAN ODESSA
GOLD VIENNA WIEN
GOLDFARB KAMENETS
HARRIS HOLBURN
HART LONDON
HELLMAN BUENOS AIRES
HERZOG VIENNA. WIEN
ISBITSKI ANY
ITZKOWIC WIETRZYCHOWICE
ITZKOWIC TARNOW
JACUBOWITSCH VILNIUS
JERMAN LONDON
JOEL LONDON
JONAS LONDON
JOSEPH SUNDERLAND
KAMAN PULAWY
KAUFMAN ODESSA
KELB
KENNER MORRICETOWN
LANDO ODESSA
LAPIDUS JOHANNESBURG
LAPIDUS LIBAU LIEPAJA
LAPIDUS VILNA VILNIUS
LAPIDUS PARIS
LEON MELBOURNE
LEVENE DVINSK DAUGAVPILS
LEVY GRENFELL
LEVY LONDON

Province

MIDDLESEX

YORKSHIRE
YORKSHIRE

MONMOUTHSHIRE

STANISLAWOW

STANISLAWOW

KRAKOW

MIDDLESEX

GALICIA
GALICIA

DURHAM

GALICIA
DEVON

Country

June, 1996 (continued)
Dates

MOROCCO
NETHERLANDS
PORTUGAL
ENGLAND
FRANCE
AUSTRALIA
POLAND
ENGLAND
AUSTRALIA
WEST INDIES
UKRAINE
ENGLAND
FRANCE
NETHERLANDS
ENGLAND
ENGLAND
ENGLAND
POLAND
ENGLAND
AUSTRIA
UKRAINE
ISRAEL

ENGLAND
POLAND
UKRAINE
AUSTRO-HUNG
ENGLAND
UKRAINE
SOUTHAFRICA
LATVIA
LITHUANIA
FRANCE
AUSTRALIA
LATVIA
AUSTRALIA
ENGLAND

1400+

1500+

Early 19th Cent
Pre 1856
1855-1890
Pre 1856

130

119

Pre 1818

1595-1650
1700-1760
1700-1760
1650-1700

126
126

1830+
1920's
1920's
1906-1982
1920's

113

110

116

111

hee

111 AUSTRIA

1800-1887
19th Cent
1800+
1800+
1800+
1800+

RUSSIA
121 ENGLAND
115 POLAND
115 POLAND
115 POLAND
115 POLAND
111

111 AUSTRIA
1880
Pre 1856
1834-1876
1940-1960's

BELARUS
119 ENGLAND
110 ENGLAND
116 ARGENTINA
lit AUSTRIA

1800-1899
1900-1945
1900-1945

117 POLAND
118 POLAND
118 POLAND
111 LITHUANIA

19th Cent
Pre 1818
1835-1878
1800-1899

121 ENGLAND
122 ENGLAND
110 ENGLAND
117

131

111

Pre 1910
1825+112

111

lit
111

111

111

1911+
1900

1870-1889
1780+

127

130
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AUSTRALIAN JEWISH GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY DATA BASE
Names being researched by our new members June, 1996 (continued)

Id Surname Old Name of Town Town Province Country Dates

125 LIAGRE TOURCOING FRANCE
126 LOPES D'AZEVEDO NETHERLANDS 1550+

126 LOPES D'AZEVEDO PORTUGAL 1550+

126 LOPES DACOSTA PORTO PORTUGAL 1550+

126 LOPES-ROSA PORTO PORTUGAL 1550+

126 LOPES-ROSA AMSTERDAM NETHERLANDS 1595+

110 MARKS LONDON ENGLAND 1829-54

128 MEDVEDEV KOBELYAKI UKRAINE 1860-1890

128 MEDVEDEW KOBELYAKI UKRAINE 1860-1890

128 MEDVIDOFF GLASGOW SCOTLAND 1890-1940

128 MEDVIDOFF KOBELYAKI UKRAINE 1860-1890

123 MELNIK BIALYSTOK POLAND 1900

129 MENDOZA AMSTERDAM NETHERLANDS
129 MENDOZA LONDON ENGLAND 17th Cent

129 MENDOZA SEVILLE SPAIN

110. NEMIROVSKY KISHINEV MOLDAVIA Late 19th-1921

114 OLEJ(LIVERAND) ZDUNSKA WOLA POLAND
110 PERL CHODZEISSEN CHODZIEZ POZNAN POLAND Early 19th Cent

130 PHILLIPS LONDON ENGLAND 1800-1900

130 PHILLIPS BENDIGO AUSTRALIA 1850-1910

111 POLLACK ODESSA. UKRAINE
134 PRIESS AUSTRIA To 1940

125 PYCKE MOUSCRON BELGIUM
134 RAPPORT ANY POLAND Pre 1905

111. RECHT USA
111. RECHT WIEN AUSTRIA
lil RECHT SHANGHAI CHINA
120 REISNER PRZEMYSL GALICIA POLAND To 1930

133. REISNER RAJKA HUNGARY
119 REUBEN BRISTOL ENGLAND
119 REUBEN AUSTRALIA
121 RODGERS SYDNEY AUSTRALIA 1864+

121 RODRIGUES LONDON ENGLAND 1700-1860

lid ROSENFELD LODZ POLAND
128 ROTHIEZER KOBELYAKI UKRAINE 1800-1883

128 ROTISER KOBELYAKI UKRAINE 1800-1883

127 SADAGOUSKY SAFED ISRAEL 1897-1911

127 SADAGOUSKY ODESSA UKRAINE Pre 1897

111. SCHWARZ ODESSA UKRAINE
131 SHABASSON KOROV KUROW POLAND To 1915

1i1 SILBER VILNIUS LITHUANIA
111. STEINHAUER CANADA
111 STEINHAUER VILNIUS LITHUANIA
111 STEINHAUER USA
134 AUSTRIA To 1940

131 SZABASON KUROW POLAND
131 SZABASON KRASNIK POLAND To 1930

126 TRRADO PORTO PORTUGAL 1550+

134. TRINCZER WIEN AUSTRIA To 1940

123 VELENSKU CHERNIGOV UKRAINE 1880's

110 WELBER AUSTRAG POLAND 1993-1942

119 WOOLFE BRIGHTON VICTORIA AUSTRALIA
119 WOOLFE CHATHAM ENGLAND
128 VULOVIIZ PEKLIN RUSSIA 1800-1887

134 ZIEHER TERNOPOL UKRAINE To 1940

134 ZIEHER LVOV UKRAINE To 1940

111. ZINOVIEL ODESSA UKRAINE
111 ZIPPER VIENNA WIEN AUSTRIA
111. ZIPPER SHANGHAI CHINA
111 ZIPPER USA.

130 LEWIS MAITLAND AUSTRALIA 1880-1910

130 LEWIS BENDIGO AUSTRALIA 1855-1875
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